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The Institute for Defense and Business fosters
shoulder-to-shoulder educational interchanges among the
Department of Defense, other government agencies, and
the private sector to achieve excellence and innovation.
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Statement of the Chairman and President
For the Institute for Defense and Business
(IDB), 2009 was a period of high-intensity
program
delivery,
expansion,
and
development. Even in the difficult economic
environment, the IDB team was able to
deliver a record number of programs,
including three new offerings, and execute
on critical steps for future programmatic
and organizational growth. The IDB also
continued to receive strong support from
the N.C. Congressional delegation, and for
that we are very grateful. It is our privilege
to provide programs that support the
heroic efforts of those men and women who sacrifice so much and risk everything to protect
our nation.
During 2009, we were honored to have Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH), join the IDB Board of Directors. In 1997, Michael
Hooker, who was then UNC-CH Chancellor, was instrumental in establishing the IDB, and
he served as the first Chairman of the IDB Board for a number of years. Chancellor Thorp’s
service on the Board, along with that of Dr. Jack Kasarda and Mr. Roger Perry, is indicative of
the continuing strong affiliation between the IDB and UNC-CH. We were also pleased during
2009 to expand the IDB’s excellent relationship with both NC State University and NC A&T
State University, as well as the University of North Carolina System General Administration.
The U.S. Congress has been continually supportive of IDB’s education initiatives since
Congress first directed funding in 1999 for the IDB’s flagship initiative, the Center of
Excellence in Logistics and Technology (LOGTECH). This year, N.C. Senator Kay Hagan and
Congressman David Price both successfully sponsored legislation providing funding for two
key IDB initiatives discussed in this annual report. We appreciate their trust and confidence
in the IDB and look forward to implementing these initiatives in 2010.
Programmatically, the IDB continued to execute on all of its ongoing programs, began
three new programs in 2009, and made a strategic shift in our Center for Stabilization and
Economic Reconstruction (CSER) programs for deploying military units. All LOGTECH
programs continued to experience strong demand, including the Depot and Arsenal

Executive Leadership Program that enrolled its largest class to date. We also developed and
delivered pilot offerings of the Military Exchange and Commissary Leadership Program and
the Business Transformation Agency’s Senior Executive Leadership Program, in addition to a
pilot and second offering of the Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program. In regard to CSER,
2009 was primarily a year for setting the stage for future programs with the exception that we
delivered our first predeployment economics and governance roundtable conference for a
unit deploying to Afghanistan, the 1st Marine Expeditionary Brigade.
For the year, the IDB achieved gross revenues of approximately $4.8 million and experienced
a slight drop in net assets. We continued to add both “retail” programs for which we
must recruit each individual participant and programs delivered pursuant to government
contracts. The IDB also expanded its client base, achieving a greater degree of diversification.
To consolidate our staff under one roof and to foster teamwork, the IDB moved to new offices
in the East 54 development in Chapel Hill, still in close proximity to the main UNC-CH campus,
as well as the Rizzo Executive Education and the Friday Continuing Education centers where
most of our programs take place.
We are pleased to report that at the December meeting, the IDB Board of Directors
unanimously designated the specially designed conference space in the new IDB offices
as the “William T. Powell, Jr. Executive Conference Room.” It was Bill Powell’s vision,
determination, and unique abilities that made the IDB what it is today, and we were honored
that Bill’s father, his widow, Mitzi, and Bill and Mitzi’s two sons, Will and Barnes, could join us
for the naming ceremony.
As we look forward to 2010, we plan to continue to expand existing programs and to develop
and deliver the exciting new offerings discussed above. All of us with the IDB sincerely
appreciate the steadfast support of the political, business, military, and academic leadership
here in North Carolina and at the national level. With that support and building upon the IDB’s
history of service, we enter 2010 with renewed dedication to our unique mission.
Sincerely,

Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Mark C. Cramer

Chairman

President		
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Board of Directors
The IDB Board of Directors sets the overall direction and philosophy of the
organization and provides oversight and guidance. Reflecting the Institute’s global
reach and perspective, these distinguished leaders in government, business, and
academia bring broad vision to the organization and its mission.
The incoming class of IDB Executive Fellows (LtGen Coleman
not pictured) and IDB Board of Directors members.

Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Frank B. Holding, Jr.

Mr. Thomas W. Bradshaw, Jr.

Chairman and Director

Vice Chairman and Director

Treasurer and Director

Senior Advisor, State and Federal

CEO and Chairman, First Citizens

Financial Advisor, Smith Barney,

Government Relations, McGuireWoods

BancShares, Inc., Raleigh,

Raleigh, North Carolina

Consulting, Charlotte, North Carolina, and

North Carolina

Former Governor, State of North Carolina

Mr. Mark C. Cramer

Mr. Seddon Goode, Jr.

Mr. James E. S. Hynes

Director

Director

Director

President, Institute for Defense and

President, University Research Park, Inc.,

Chairman, Carolinas HealthCare System,

Business, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Charlotte, North Carolina

Charlotte, North Carolina

Dr. John D. Kasarda

Mr. Roger L. Perry, Sr.

Dr. Holden Thorp

Director

Director

Director

Director, The Frank Hawkins Kenan

President, East West Partners Management

Chancellor, The University of North Carolina

Institute of Private Enterprise, and Kenan

Company, and the Chair, Board of Trustees

at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Distinguished Professor, University of

of the University of North Carolina at

North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-

Chapel Hill

Flagler Business School
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2009–2010 IDB Executive Fellows

Gen George T. Babbitt,
USAF (Ret.)

LtGen Ronald S. Coleman,
USMC (Ret.)

VADM Walter B. Massenburg,
USN (Ret.)

LTG William E. Mortensen,
USA (Ret.)

RADM Dale G. Gabel,
USCG (Ret.)

Former Commander, Air Force
Materiel Command

Former Deputy Commandant for
Manpower and Reserve Affairs

Former Commander, Naval Air
Systems Command

Former Deputy Commanding
General, U.S. Army Materiel
Command

Former Commander, First Coast
Guard District

The IDB Executive Fellows are retired senior leaders of the

Special guest speakers for the dinner included:

At the dinner, the IDB also honored the contributions of the

DoD and the military services who are selected based on

• Congresswoman Virginia Foxx, U.S. House of

2008–2009 class of IDB Executive Fellows: LTG Claude

their expertise, experience, and outstanding records of
accomplishment. Reflecting increased U.S. Coast Guard
participation in IDB’s programs, IDB was pleased to add to
this year’s class a fifth Fellow representing the USCG. Each

Representatives
• Mr. Tom Donohue, President and CEO of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce

V. (Chris) Christianson, USA (Ret.); LtGen John F. Sattler,
USMC (Ret.); VADM Paul E. Sullivan, USN (Ret.); and Maj
Gen Elizabeth Ann Harrell, USAF (Ret.).

of the five Fellows chosen this year is involved in different

• Ms. Karen Knowles, President of SAS Federal

In addition to providing valuable advice and counsel,

areas of academic interest. Examples of their contributions

• GEN William G.T. Tuttle, USA (Ret.) (Fellows Class of

the Fellows participated in a wide range of IDB events in

to the IDB include lecturing at IDB programs, providing

2005–2006), former Commanding General of the U.S.

2009. Fellows addressed LOGTECH Executive Education

guidance on curriculum development, delivering topical

Army Materiel Command

Programs, LOGTECH MBA residencies, Log21 programs,

video presentations, representing the IDB at conferences,
and serving as advisors on a range of issues.

of 2005–2006) Senior Mentor, MSTP

In October 2009, the IDB Board of Directors hosted an
installation dinner welcoming the 2009–2010 class of IDB
Executive Fellows. A number of senior military officials,
congressional

representatives,

industry

leaders,

and

academic partners of the IDB attended the dinner at the
Reserve Officers Association in Washington, DC.

• LtGen Gary S. McKissock, USMC (Ret.) (Fellows Class
• Mr. Michael Aimone, SES (Ret.), former Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics, Installations and Mission
Support, Headquarters, USAF

Life Cycle Executive Leadership Programs, and the
inaugural BTA Senior Executive Leadership Program.
Fellows also co-presented the William T. Powell, Jr.
Scholarship at the LOGTECH MBA graduation and
received the Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership
Program corporate out-briefs.

• VADM Denby Starling, USN, Commander, Naval
Network Warfare Command
• RADM Erroll Brown, USCG (Ret.), former Assistant

SAS Institute Inc. generously provides financial support to
sponsor the IDB Executive Fellows Program.

Commandant for Engineering and Logistics
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Organization and Reach
IDB promotes shoulder-to-shoulder educational interchanges among military, government,
and private sector participants in an academic setting. This organizing principle is
fundamental to the design and success of IDB’s programs. Military, academic, and
corporate representatives work side by side to guide and advise curriculum development,
implementation, and evaluation for all IDB programs.
ACADEMIC SUPPORT

EXECUTIVE FELLOWS

PROGRAMS
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corporate participants

®

Board of directors
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Program Focus Areas
IDB Programs Across Career Stages
EARLY

MIDDLE

EXECUTIVE
E XE C U T IVE

A D VA N C E D

Logistics &
Technology
MBA

Life Cycle Systems
& Engineering

Leadership &
Organizational
Transformation

Stabilization &
Economic
Reconstruction
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R O U N D TA B L E S

SE M I N A R S

2009 Highlights
IDB Board of Directors

• Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, joined the IDB Board in June

• Log21 hit full stride in 2009 with three successful

• CSER conducted a pro-bono predeployment roundtable

programs for early-career military and private sector

for the North Carolina National Guard prior to its

logisticians.

deployment to Iraq.

• CSER

2009.
IDB Executive Fellows

conducted

its

first-ever

Predeployment

Life Cycle Systems AND Engineering

Governance and Economics Roundtable Conference

• IDB introduced the Life Cycle Executive Leadership

for

an

Afghanistan-bound

unit:

the

1st

Marine

• IDB inducted five new Executive Fellows as the

Program (LCELP) with two well-received offerings in

2009–2010 class including the first-ever Executive Fellow

2009 while work continued on developing a Masters

from the U.S. Coast Guard. The Fellows Induction Dinner

in Life Cycle Engineering degree program through two

IDB Corporate

was held in October at the Reserve Officers Association

University of North Carolina system schools.

• IDB moved to a new location in Chapel Hill, NC—

Building in Washington, DC.

Expeditionary Brigade.

consolidating its two offices into one facility configured
Leadership AND Organizational

for expansion and maximum flexibility, including

Congressional Support

Transformation

instructional space in the William T. Powell, Jr. Executive

• Congressman David Price secured an appropriation to

• DAELP overhauled its curriculum to streamline the

Conference Room.

fund full Department of Homeland Security participation

academic residencies and Lean, Six Sigma Champion’s

in LOGTECH and other IDB programs.

Certification

process.

Cohort

VII,

which

began

Private Sector Highlights

• Senator Kay Hagan successfully sponsored funding for a

coursework in 2009, is the first to benefit from these

• The number of private sector participants across

project to provide access to North Carolina motorsports

changes, as well as being the largest class to date with

programs increased to 92 in 2009 from 66 in 2008 (39%

technologies for military wheeled vehicle commands.

23 members including the program’s first U.S. Coast

year-over-year growth).

Guard participant.

• Twenty-five corporations overall, including seven first-

• IDB developed and delivered the first in a series

time sponsors, hosted DAELP residencies in 2009,

• LOGTECH Executive Education programs combined

of General/Flag Officer and SES–level Business

providing the broadest range of corporate residency

to serve a record number of participants—274 in 2009,

Transformation Leadership programs for DoD’s Business

experience to date for DAELP students.

Logistics and Technology

including the first Department of Homeland Security
participant.

Transformation Agency.

• Leaders from the DoD’s retail exchange and commissary

• The decision was made to expand LOGTECH Advanced

agencies gathered in Chapel Hill in June for a one-week

Programs from four to six courses per year in 2010 to

program designed to promote innovation to increase the

accommodate newly funded Department of Homeland

competitiveness of DoD’s retail organizations.

Security participants.

• Cohort IV of the LOGTECH MBA program graduated

Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction

in December with VADM Alan Thompson, Director

• CSER Executive Director Amb (Ret.) David Litt served with

of the Defense Logistics Agency, delivering the

distinction on General Petraeus’ CENTCOM Assessment

commencement address.

Team as team leader for the Arabian Peninsula.
General David Petraeus and Mark Cramer discuss predeployment
economics and governance roundtables.
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LOGTECH CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY
The Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology (LOGTECH) serves as the premier catalyst for ongoing dialogue and
information exchange for the joint defense community and the private sector in an academic setting. LOGTECH offers a range
of education opportunities tailored to meet the specific needs of uniformed and civilian logisticians at various career stages and
across all of the U.S. military and the Department of Homeland Security. With presentations from faculty and specialists from the
logistics community, participants in all LOGTECH programs gain valuable information they can apply within their organizations.
The Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology (LOGTECH) houses IDB’s original

2008, the U.S. Coast Guard also continued its strong and enthusiastic participation in 2009.

flagship education offerings and is a unique partnership between IDB and the University of

Continuing this upward trajectory, the Advanced Program will deliver six classes in 2010 to

North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. In the spirit of transformation,

meet increased demand plus the addition of participants from all Department of Homeland

all programs are continuously reviewed and improved to meet the needs of all stakeholders.

Security (DHS) components made possible with FY2010 funding.

Programmatic themes and formats developed and used in LOGTECH inform, and in many
Highlights from the LOGTECH Advanced Programs in 2009 included:

cases have led to, other initiatives and endeavors.

• A visit and presentation by USAF General Duncan McNabb, Commander, U.S.

LOGTECH Executive Education

Transportation Command;

LOGTECH offers two residential executive education programs for military, civilian
government, and corporate leaders at major inflection points during their careers. The
programs focus on how to transform defense logistics across the enterprise by leveraging
technology, best practices, and innovation from academia and the private sector.

• An in-depth private sector view of performance
based logistics (PBL) from Boeing, Lockheed
Martin,

Agility

Logistics,

and

Caterpillar

representatives; and
• New hot-topic lunch presentations on stimulating
and innovative issues such as stabilization

The Advanced Program In Logistics and Technology

and reconstruction challenges, log workforce
Demand for the five-day Advanced Program

initiatives, and experiments with psychological

remains strong across all constituencies.

asymmetric warfare tools.

Military
Defense

Service,
Agency

Joint

Command,

participants

filled

USTRANSCOM Commander General Duncan
McNabb at the March 2009 LOGTECH
Advanced Program.

and
all

Program for Executives in Logistics and Technology

available slots in 2009. Private sector
demand remained steady for the year despite

As the premier logistics-focused executive education program available to DoD’s senior

the down economy. New to the program in

leadership and their private sector counterparts, the LOGTECH Executive Program attracts
an all-star lineup of participants, presenters, and topics. Highlights from the three LOGTECH

The ever-animated Dr. Peter Brews challenges a
LOGTECH class.
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Executive courses in 2009 included:

• The September 2009 Executive course set a record for private sector participants with ten

• LTG (Ret.) Chris Christianson, recently

executives in attendance.

retired Joint Staff J-4 and current Director
of the Center for Joint Strategic Logistics
Excellence

at

the

National

• Dr. Dan Cable from Kenan-Flagler Business School rejoined the LOGTECH faculty

Defense

after a hiatus for other projects. During his session he featured concepts from his new

University, provided a thought-provoking

book Change to Strange involving the use of unique performance metrics in leading

glimpse into the world of Logistics in 2020.
• A

fascinating

look

into

the

organizational change.

“Sunni

• The William T. Powell, Jr. LOGTECH - Thai Scholarship (co-funded by IDB and

Awakening” in Al-Anbar Province, Iraq, from

Community Support Foundation of Thailand) brought a number of senior Thai military

BGen (Ret.) David Reist, USMC, (former I
MEF Deputy Commanding General) now
of the Potomac Institute.

personnel into the programs, including September 2009 attendees:
LTG James Pillsbury (l) and GEN (Ret.) William Tuttle
at the February 2009 LOGTECH SME Board meeting.

• Mr. Joe Spruill, SES, Sr. Logistics Analyst for
the Department of Homeland Security, was LOGTECH’s first DHS participant.

• Gen Ratchakrit Kanchanawat, Chief of Joint Staff, Royal Thai Armed Forces
Headquarters.
• LtGen Nopparat Yodvimol, Senior Expert, Royal Thai Armed Forces Supreme
Command.

Subject Matter Expert (SME) Board

LTG Kathleen M. Gainey – J4, Director for Logistics,

Mr. Jim O’Neill – Vice President/General Manager –

The LOGTECH SME Board includes leading logistics experts

The Joint Staff

Integrated Logistics, Boeing

Mr. Robert L. Houston – Vice President, Performance

RDML Thomas P. Ostebo – Assistant Commandant for

Based Logistics and Product Support, BAE Systems

Engineering and Logistics/Chief Engineer, U.S. Coast

Brig Gen Michelle D. Johnson – Director, Strategy, Policy,

Guard

Programs and Logistics, USTRANSCOM

LtGen Frank A. Panter – Deputy Commandant,

Mr. Louis A. Kratz – Vice President, Logistics and

Installations and Logistics, U.S. Marine Corps

Sustainment, Lockheed Martin Corporation

LTG James H. Pillsbury – Deputy Commanding General,

Mr. Robert E. Luby, Jr. – Vice President, IBM Business

U.S. AMC

Consulting Services (BCS), IBM

Mr. Tom Schmitt – Chief Executive Officer and President of

Mr. Daniel J. Cernoch, Jr. – Senior Manager, Logistics &

Maj Gen Robert H. McMahon – Director of Logistics,

Global Supply Chain Services and Senior Vice President of

Sustainment, Lockheed Martin Corporation

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Installations and Mission

FedEx Solutions, FedEx

Mr. Mark Cramer – President, IDB

Support, U.S. Air Force

LTG Mitchell H. Stevenson – Deputy Chief of Staff

Dr. Faye Davis – Industrial College of the Armed Forces,

Mr. Brent Meyers – Vice President of FedEx Solutions,

Logistics, G4, U.S. Army

National Defense University

FedEx

Mr. Brian Taylor – President, Horizon Logistics

RADM Kathleen M. Dussault – Director, Supply, Ordnance

MG Dan Mongeon, USA (Ret.) – President, Defense &

GEN William G.T. Tuttle, USA (Ret.) – IDB Executive

and Logistics Operations (OPNAV N41 )

Government Services – US, Agility

Fellow ’05

Mr. Alan Estevez – Principal Assistant Deputy Under

VADM Alan S. Thompson – Director, Defense Logistics

MajGen Edward G. Usher – Deputy Commandant for

Secretary of Defense (Logistics and Materiel Readiness)

Agency

Installations and Logistics, U.S. Marine Corps

from the military services, private sector, and academia.
This august body provides insight and guidance as well
as thought leadership on challenges, opportunities, and
developments in logistics and technology.
LOGTECH SME Board 2009
(Serving full or partial terms)
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LOGTECH MBA
LOGTECH Master of Business Administration (MBA)

Cohort IV—LOGTECH MBA class of 2009

Responding to the need for a rigorous, in-depth study of management and logistics beyond

Cohort IV graduated on December 17th at the Army

the scope of its executive education programs, LOGTECH developed an innovative degree-

and Navy Club in Washington, DC, along with two

granting MBA program with a concentration in defense logistics. The LOGTECH MBA is an

LOGTECH MBA III students. VADM Alan Thompson,

accredited two-year joint program between two nationally ranked business schools—the

USN, Director of the Defense Logistics Agency, was

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business School and Indiana

the commencement speaker.

University’s Kelley School of Business.
Two Cohort IV students received special recognition at
Built for highly motivated and disciplined leaders from DoD, DoD agencies, joint commands,

the graduation ceremony. CDR Halsey D. Keats, USN,

military services, and private sector organizations, this demanding program is designed to

received the E.B. Leedy Award for best exemplifying

be completed in two years while students remain on the job. This is made possible through

the desire to further the military logistics community

an innovative format that includes a top-rated Web-based curriculum punctuated by three

by applying skills and knowledge gained in the MBA

campus residencies in Chapel Hill, NC, and a ten-day overseas study tour. The two-year

program. LTC Corey A. New, USA, was awarded the

program format results in three overlapping MBA cohorts each year—either beginning,

William T. Powell, Jr. Scholarship in recognition of LTC

continuing, or concluding the curriculum. Cohort IV graduated in 2009 while Cohort V

New’s outstanding potential for further contribution

students completed their first full year and overseas residency. Cohort VI—the class of

to the improvement of defense logistics. The

2011—matriculated and began its course of study in the fall of 2009.

scholarship, sponsored by Indiana University and the
IDB, provides full tuition to obtain a Master of Science

“Professionally, the LOGTECH program has not only changed how I think,
but it has in many ways separated me from my peers because of the
business approach that I can now apply in many different variations to
the decisions I am required to make with training, equipping, resourcing,
and leading.”

VADM Alan Thompson addresses LOGTECH
MBA Cohort IV graduates.

in Global Supply Chain Management at the Kelley
School of Business

LTC Corey New
Battalion Commander
53rd Transportation Battalion
LOGTECH MBA Class of 2009

Program graduates earn a Master of Business Administration degree from Indiana
University’s Kelley School of Business and a Certificate of Global Supply Chain Leadership
from the University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler School of Business.
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Mrs. E.B. Leedy and Mark Cramer with CDR Halsey
Keats, winner of the 2009 E.B. Leedy Award.

Mark Cramer presents the William T. Powell,
Jr. Scholarship to LTC Corey New.

MBA Class of 2010 at the
BMW plant in Regensburg,
Germany.

“The integration of a traditional MBA curriculum, Logistics and Technology
education, real-world application, and interaction with senior military, DoD,
and contractor personnel provided by the LOGTECH MBA Program has
significantly enhanced my educational experience.”
LCDR Thomas A. McGreevy, USN
Assistant Program Manager for Configuration Validation
Naval Sea Systems Command Reserve Program
LOGTECH MBA Class of 2010

Cohort V—LOGTECH MBA Class of 2010
In September, Cohort V assembled in Europe for its second residency. Over the span of ten
days, the class visited government, military, and industrial operations in Budapest, Dunakeszi,
Komarom, and Papa, Hungary; Regensburg and Germersheim, Germany; Luxembourg;
Brussels, Belgium; and Rotterdam, Velhoven, and Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
Highlights of the trip included a visit with the oldest Hungarian parliament member, Dr. Janos

The class visited a variety of military
facilities including the Defense
Distribution Depot – Europe, the
United States Army Medical Materiel
Center, Europe, and the NATO
Maintenance and Supply Agency.

Horvath, who also holds the distinction of having once been Hungary’s youngest parliament

member, to learn about the country’s current economic conditions. The students visited
technology and auto manufacturers, such as Nokia, BMW, and ASML, as well as U.S.
military facilities, the Defense Distribution Depot – Europe, and the United States Army
Medical Materiel Center, Europe. The group also visited the NATO Maintenance and Supply
agency and the airbase home of NATO’s recently purchased C-17s.
Cohort VI—LOGTECH MBA Class of 2011
LOGTECH MBA Cohort VI matriculated in fall 2009 with its first residency in Chapel Hill. The
Dr. Janos Horvath, Hungary’s oldest serving Member of Parliament, spent time familiarizing Cohort V
on Hungary’s economic and political climate. Dr. Horvath also holds the distinction of once having
been Hungary’s youngest Member of Parliament.

class of 19 students embodies the LOGTECH formula of joint uniformed and civilian military
and private sector students learning and interacting in an academic environment. Cohort VI
will travel to Asia in 2010 for its second residency enroute to a 2011 graduation.
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Log21 Logistics for the 21st Century
Logistics for the 21st Century (Log21) is designed to provide early career, high-potential logisticians with a comprehensive and
tailored educational experience aimed at furthering their professional development while broadening their aperture—giving them
a glimpse into the potential rewards and promise of a long-term career in logistics and sustainment.
Introduced in mid-2008, Log21 boasted a successful first full year of programs in 2009 and

conventional curriculum mainstays include Performance Based Logistics (PBL), Technology

has established itself as a key component of IDB’s Logistics & Technology education portfolio.

and Organizational Innovation, Leading Change, and Winning with Logistics.

Courses in January, June, and September were held at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill’s Paul J. Rizzo Conference Center and exposed early career logisticians from

The Log21 program helps participants gain a new perspective on current challenges.

DoD, the military services, and the private sector to world-class academic instruction, peer

Students take away a better understanding of how they can tap into cross-service, cross-

interaction, and in-depth exchange with counterparts. Log21 serves as a career catalyst for its

agency, and inter-industry professional networks to be more resilient in the face of change

participants by bringing together logisticians with diverse backgrounds early in their careers

and develop more robust solutions to existing and future challenges.

to expand their views of logistics as well as providing ample opportunity for information
exchange and building lasting professional relationships.

Public-Private Partnership

The 2009 offerings of Log21 featured presentations on topics ranging from “Green Logistics”

In addition to sending participants to Log21, a number of IDB’s corporate partners have

by Dr. Lisa Jones Christensen of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, to the

provided valuable insights and presentations/content that have shaped the Log21 curriculum.

interconnectedness of global supply chains from author Dr. Thomas P.M. Barnett. Other, more

These corporations are concerned about their ability to retain new entrants to the logistics
workforce—a typically energetic and technologically savvy
demographic—entering the workplace with high expectations
for rapid advancement. Further, they recognize the need to
successfully transfer knowledge from their highly skilled logistics
experts approaching retirement to these newly hired employees.
Thus, the course is designed to reinforce the logistics strategies
of participating organizations, expand and facilitate knowledge
transfer within and among participating organizations, and place
early-career leaders on a fast-track career path. Many of these
same issues are challenges for the DoD and military services.
IDB will continue to listen to and work with its partners to refine
Log21 and all programs to ensure that its education offerings
are current, relevant, and highly valuable.

Professor Steve Haynes presents “Winning with Logistics.”
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Log21 students follow the presentation closely.

LCELP LIFE CYCLE EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
The Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program (LCELP) is designed for leaders challenged with implementing, managing, or
developing life cycle plans or policies within their organizations and for their customers.

Life Cycle Systems and Engineering is IDB’s newest focus area. Developed in response

IDB delivered the inaugural LCELP course in August 2009 at the Paul J. Rizzo Conference

to industry requests and military requirements for educational programs focused on

Center. Featuring a stage-setting keynote opening by retired General Paul Kern, President

life cycle management and the total cost of ownership for products and systems, this

and Chief Executive Officer of AM General, and presentations from both a current and a

suite of programs exemplifies the concept of building and expanding a pivotal topic from

former IDB Executive Fellow, VADM (Ret.) Wally Massenburg and VADM (Ret.) Paul Sullivan,

the Logistics and Technology focus area into a stand-alone concentration area. The one-

respectively, the curriculum offered LCELP participants academic, corporate, and military

week Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program focuses on the business aspects of life cycle

perspectives and discussion on life cycle issues.

design and support decisions and is for managers in both the technical and business sides
of acquiring and sustaining systems. Currently under development and tentatively offered

The highly successful August program was followed by the second LCELP offering in

for 2012, the Master of Life Cycle Systems Engineering (MLCSE) is a technical, 16-month

December—this time held at the R. David Thomas Executive Conference Center at Duke

degree program for practicing

University. IDB’s first foray onto the Duke campus was a success; and the second course

engineers designed to capitalize

was very well received. A highly diverse and engaged participant group made the most of

on the business of reducing cost

the week, which was highlighted by a visit and remarks from Randy Fowler, Assistant Deputy

of ownership.

Under Secretary of Defense for Materiel Readiness. Participant feedback and suggestions will
help IDB to further refine this course as well as the Masters program, generating momentum

The life cycle curricula for both

for the Life Cycle Systems & Engineering focus area heading into 2010.

the one-week LCELP and 16month Masters program are
the product of the partnership
between

the

IDB

and

two

schools in the University of
North

Carolina

system:

NC

Dr. Paul M. Stanfield, Chairman
and Associate Professor,
Department of Industrial and
Systems Engineering, North
Carolina A&T State University,
in the classroom.

State University and NC A&T
University. Leading faculty from
each of these schools as well
as UNC professors presented
during the week.
GEN Paul J. Kern, USA (Ret.), former Commanding General, U.S.
Army Materiel Command and President and CEO of AM General,
sets the stage for the first LCELP.
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DAELP DEPOT AND ARSENAL EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
The Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program (DAELP) is designed to fulfill the advanced educational requirements of
the uniformed and senior civilian personnel responsible for command, leadership, and management of the DoD depots, arsenals,
and industrial activities. Originally developed at the request of the Commanding General of the U.S. Army Materiel Command, the
program has expanded to encompass all the services and the Defense Logistics Agency.
Anchoring IDB’s Leadership and Organizational Transformation concentration area is the

DAELP Cohort VII

Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program (DAELP). With corporate residencies,
benchmarking opportunities, and world-class instruction, the DAELP curriculum is geared

The DAELP curriculum was reviewed and revised in 2009 as Army Materiel Command and

to rapidly equip the proven operational leaders of DoD’s depots, arsenals, and industrial

IDB sought to decrease the time demanded of the program participants while ensuring that

activities with the tools of business and industrial transformational leadership. While all IDB

the breadth, depth, and quality of instruction was not compromised. The program was re-

programs strive to promote leadership and transformation, DAELP epitomizes the immediate

sequenced to include two six-day residencies and one five-day residency in Chapel Hill; a

practical application of classroom knowledge into tangible, meaningful, and quantifiable

one-week benchmarking tour of DoD industrial complexes and world-class private sector

organizational action and improvement. The IDB delivers the DAELP in partnership with the

manufacturing, assembly, and distribution facilities; and four weeks of residency with a leading

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, which issues a

corporation. In addition, the Lean and Six Sigma Champion curriculum was revised with new

certificate to program graduates.

courseware and online media. This material is delivered in partnership with the Industrial
Extension Service of NC State University. These curriculum changes were accomplished
with significant AMC and DAELP alumni involvement to enhance the value of the program to

DAELP Cohort VI

all stakeholders.
Participation in the Depot and Arsenal program continues to expand in terms of both class
size and the diversity of participating organizations. In May 2009, DAELP VI graduated 21

In fall 2009, DAELP welcomed the first U.S. Coast Guard participant as a member of Cohort

from

VII. With senior military and civilian participants from the services, the Defense Logistics

the Senior Enlisted Leaders Depot &

Agency, and two private sector companies, Cohort VII is the largest class in DAELP’s history,

Arsenal Program. Major General Kevin

with 23 participants. Increased interest in DAELP and demand for participant slots for this

A. Leonard, Deputy Chief of Staff for

intense education and development program is a strong testament to the program’s value to

Logistics and Operations, United States

the nation’s Depot and Arsenal system. DAELP graduates continue to enact innovative and

Army Materiel Command, presided

productive changes in their organizations, as evidenced by a growing number of awards and

over the graduation ceremony, and

accolades. More important, depots, arsenals, and DoD industrial activities are producing at

the event was attended by program

record levels in support of our armed forces.

participants,

faculty,

including

corporate

three

sponsors,

and

program staff.
MG Kevin Leonard, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and Operations, United States Army
Materiel Command, offers remarks at the DAELP Cohort VI graduation ceremony.
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Value Stream Mapping at Anniston

DAELP VII Benchmarking Tour

In late 2009, DAELP Cohort VII traveled throughout the southeastern United States for a
benchmarking tour of Anniston Army Depot, Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, Marine
Corps Maintenance Center at Albany, Navy Fleet Readiness Center Southeast, and the
Horizon Lines and Logistics facility at the Port of Jacksonville.
Atlanta –
Link up, 12/06

In conjunction with the benchmarking tour, the group undertook a two-day value stream
mapping exercise at Anniston Army Depot that allowed practical application of value stream
mapping tools and consisted of a review of four of the Anniston Depot’s selected product
lines. Lean, Six Sigma facilitators from NC State University and IDB program staff facilitated
the value stream exercise, which was extremely well received by Anniston.
Prior to the DAELP visit, Anniston Depot management identified four areas for the teams
to examine. After an orientation and tour, DAELP participants divided into four teams and

Anniston Army Depot,
12/07–08

Warner Robins Air
Logistics Center–AFMC,
12/09

Maintenance Center
Albany – LOGCOM, 12/10

spent the remainder of the afternoon in a question-and-answer session with the goal of
understanding the process to be mapped, the scope, the business impact of the problem,
and the objective(s) to be achieved.
On day two, each team began by visiting its designated focus area and observing the
current process. Once this was done, each team mapped the current process of its assigned
Value Stream Analysis using Lean mapping methodology. After mapping the current state,

Fleet Readiness Center,
Southeast – NAVAIR
Horizon Logistics –
Blount Island, 12/11–12

teams held a brainstorming session to develop an improved future state process. After
much discussion, the teams mapped the future processes and established action plans to
implement improvements.
The value stream analysis exercise
resulted in meaningful improvements
to

Anniston’s

processes

in

the

following areas: M1 Final Drive,
Gunner’s Primary Sight-GPS-Servo,
Paladin Joint Inspection, and AGT
1500 Fuel Control.

DAELP participants teamed with Anniston Army Depot during the value stream mapping exercise.
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DAELP DEPOT AND ARSENAL EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Integral to the DAELP curriculum is the corporate residency component, which provides

Twenty-five corporate sponsors supported the DAELP Cohort VI corporate residencies, and

an invaluable corporate learning experience for the participants. The corporate residency

of the 25, seven new sponsors supported the program for the first time. Cohort VII, which

consists of four weeks on-site at a leading private sector corporation. Corporate residencies

began in 2009 and will graduate in 2010, is enjoying the strongest corporate support of the

are mentored by host company senior executives working closely with the DAELP faculty and

program’s history with 31 corporate residency sponsors, ten of which are first-time sponsors

program participants.

from the private sector. The program also has five first-time public sector sponsors supporting
the residencies of the private sector DAELP participants.

DAELP Corporate Residency Sponsors
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BTA SENIOR EXECUTIVE PROGRAM FOR BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
The Senior Executive Program for Business Transformation is a custom-designed program for the DoD’s Business Transformation
Agency (BTA). Titled “Leadership & Innovation: Operators Driving Solutions,” this series of courses is designed to bring DoD’s
senior operational leaders—General Officers and Senior Executive Service civilians—together in a collaborative environment
to examine the challenges facing defense business systems and identify key leadership traits and approaches that can drive
successful solutions to demanding operational problems.
Also included in IDB’s Leadership and Organizational Transformation concentration area is

The program enjoyed support from the highest levels, with General James Cartwright, Vice

“Leadership & Innovation: Operators Driving Solutions,” a DoD sponsored program for senior

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, issuing the invitation letter for the program.

leaders. If the Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program provides tactical tools for
immediate process and organizational transformation, then this Senior Executive Leadership

Held at the Rizzo Conference Center in Chapel Hill, “Leadership & Innovation” attracted an

Program for Business Transformation is its strategic complement. This course exemplifies the

impressive cross section of DoD’s flag officers and SES leaders representing the services,

strong alignment of the Business Transformation Agency’s core mission with that of the IDB,

unified combatant commands, and defense agencies. The curricular sessions, which

resulting in the most senior-level program in IDB’s portfolio.

consisted of individual briefs and panel discussions, focused on information technology
and business system acquisition and implementation from an operator’s perspective.

General Victor Renuart, Commander,
North American Aerospace Defense
Command and U.S. Northern Command,
addresses the “Leadership & Innovation”
participants in August 2009.

The DoD’s Business Transformation Agency (BTA) is

Course content included organizational change, technology acquisition, leadership in

tasked with guiding the transformation of business

IT transformation, and enhancing operational capabilities with decision support tools.

operations throughout the DoD and delivering

Notable speakers included VADM Ann E. Rondeau, USN, President of the National Defense

enterprise-level capabilities that align to warfighter

University; Gen Victor Renuart,

needs. To address this daunting blend of technology

Jr., USAF, Commander of

and change-management leadership challenges,

USNORTHCOM; LTG Robert

BTA asked IDB to design a program for DoD’s senior

Dail,

operational leaders to generate leadership concepts

Director

and approaches to assist BTA in streamlining

Logistics Agency, and Lt Gen

defense business systems. The result is “Leadership

Paul E. Selva, USAF, Assistant

& Innovation: Operators Driving Solutions,” a week-

to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs

long executive education program focusing on

of Staff. The program was

leadership’s role in organizational performance,

very well received and an

USA
of

(Ret.),
the

former
Defense

information integration and decision support tools,

additional two programs in

culture transformation, business process efficiency,

this series will be delivered

and emerging information technology innovations.

in 2010.

Lt Gen Paul Selva, Assistant to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, stresses the importance of innovation at the highest levels.
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CSER CENTER FOR STABILIZATION AND ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION
The IDB’s Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction (CSER) is constantly developing innovative programs to
facilitate collaboration among all actors in stability operations and crisis environments. CSER is committed to understanding the
challenges and serving the needs of those organizations engaged in these critical efforts.
The Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction focus area has been a mainstay of the

A New Focus: Afghanistan

IDB’s education model since 2006. Stability operations typically require a coordinated effort
from many different players: military forces, civilian government agencies, non-government

Continuing the succession of annual predeployment

organizations, and private sector concerns—often from multiple nations—who must all work

roundtable conferences for the U.S. Marines, CSER was once

together to achieve success. IDB’s core competency of bringing together disparate groups in

again called upon to assist the First Marine Expeditionary

an academic setting for information exchange is exemplified in CSER programs.

Force’s preparation for deployment. Instead of the familiar
Anbar province in western Iraq, however, this time the

A Roundtable for One of Our Own

destination area of operations was the Regional Command
South, or RC(S), section of Afghanistan and its infamous

In April 2009, CSER was honored to conduct a one-day predeployment economics and

Helmand Province. The resulting 1st Marine Expeditionary

governance roundtable for the members of the North Carolina National Guard’s 30th Heavy

Brigade (1st MEB) Governance and Economics Conference

Brigade Combat Team (HBCT)—including CSER’s Jason Barber, 30th HBCT Intel Specialist—

was a two and one-half day deep-dive into operational

prior to its deployment to Iraq. The roundtable, delivered at the North Carolina Military

and tactical level briefings on governance, rule of law, economic development, counter

Academy on Fort Bragg, featured representatives from USAID and the U.S. Department

narcotics, international coalition organization and coordination, agriculture, reconstruction,

of State, RTI International, The Borlaug Institute of International Agriculture, and the DoD

community engagement, and strategic communications—all focused on the RC (S) area of

Task Force for Business and Stability Operations–Iraq—all familiar with the 30th’s area of

operations and its particular set of issues.

responsibility in southeastern Baghdad and actively involved in the specific economics and
The roundtable, held at Naval Air Station

governance initiatives under way there.

North Island in Coronado, CA, was the
first roundtable to focus on Afghanistan
rather than Iraq. Also notable was the
strong international representation—a
reflection of the coalition effort in
Afghanistan—as well as the tremendous
turnout of U.S. Government, NGO,
United Nations, and academic subject
matter experts who participated. The
Sgt Jason Barber with IDB President
Mark Cramer at the North Carolina
Military Academy.
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….and newly-promoted SSgt Barber receiving the Army
Commendation Medal from 30th HBCT Commander COL
Greg Lusk at Forward Operating Base Falcon, Iraq.
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1st MEB leadership team felt that the
conference was critical to help the unit

Ambassador Ken Lewis of Canada describes Canada’s
commitment and engagement in RC (S) for the 1st MEB.

grasp the complexity and interconnectedness of the issues
in RC(S) and Afghanistan in general, and the importance
of working collaboratively with the many partners present
and active in that troubled nation.
Integrating Stability Operations and
Logistics
During 2009, CSER developed the concept for a weeklong
executive education program designed to improve
logistics cooperation among public, private, military, and
voluntary sectors during times of crisis. Founded on the
premise that logistics is vital to the success of sustainable
BGen Jody Osterman, 1st MEB
Commanding General called the 2 ½
day conference “hugely successful” in
helping 1st MEB prepare to deploy to
Afghanistan.

stability operations, this program is a catalytic union of two
of IDB’s major areas of concentration. It would address
the long-standing objective of the DoD to enhance joint
logistics education.

CSER is hopeful that the pilot offering of this program would be on track for summer 2010.
The course would serve mid-level stability operations practitioners and logisticians: O-4 to
O-6 military, GS-13 to GS-15 government, and comparable private sector, non-government
organization, and international organization professionals. Key learning objectives and topics
are projected to include:
• Identifying perceptions, biases, and miscommunications

Ambassador Litt Spreads the Word
CSER Executive Director Amb (Ret.) David Litt
was a highly sought-after speaker, panelist,
and exercise participant in 2009. Beginning
the year “on loan” to U.S. Central Command,
Ambassador Litt led the Arabian Peninsula
Team’s contribution to the CENTCOM Theater
Assessment. Upon his return from CENTCOM,
Amb Litt participated in the Joint Urban Warrior
military exercise program, which highlighted the
importance of whole-of-government approach to
conflict prevention. During the following months
he presented on challenges to coordination, capacity, and effectiveness at the U.S.
Institute for Peace’s Conference “Passing the Baton” and on increasing stabilization
and reconstruction capacity through education at Marcus Evans’ 4th Annual
Reconstruction and Stabilization Conference.
At the George C. Marshall Center (GCMC) for European Security Studies in Garmisch,
Germany, Litt presented “Diplomacy as the First Weapon Against Terrorism” and
“Crisis Response Capability Through Executive Education.” Litt also co-authored
a chapter on diplomacy and counterterrorism for the GCMC’s book on counterterrorism.

• Discussion of roles and missions
• Raising the profile of the host nation’s public and private sectors in logistics solutions
• Identification of legal and regulatory obstacles

Other notable events are NDIA’s SOLIC conference, where Amb Litt presented
his white paper on Transforming America’s Crisis Response Capability Through
Executive Education, and the Ruger Workshop at the Naval War College (NWC),

• Identification of problems in information sharing and solution analysis

where he presented a paper on new directions for U.S. policy in the Middle East,

• Promoting innovation and leadership in overcoming institutional inertia

which was subsequently published in the NWC’s monograph. Rounding out the year,

• Using case studies and participants’ experiences to devise methods for archiving
lessons learned

he spoke on the importance of timing and sequencing of public and private sector
opportunities for economic growth in stability and reconstruction at NDIA’s annual
conference on Stability, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction Operations.
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IDB Gives Back
North Carolina National Guard Predeployment Conference

IDB CO-Sponsors Paralyzed Veterans Golf Tournament

On a pro bono basis in honor

IDB continued its co-sponsorship of the Agility Logistics

of the men and women of

Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) Golf Open. The

the

second annual golf tournament raised over $286,000—

North

Guard,

Carolina

including

National
own

100 percent of which went directly to PVA’s vocational

Jason Barber, IDB sponsored,

rehabilitation program. The unemployment rate for

developed, and delivered a day

veterans with severe disabilities has been estimated to

of

economics

be more than 85 percent. Paralyzed Veterans’ vocational

and governance briefings for

rehabilitation program aims to make this grim statistic

the NCNG’s 30th Heavy Brigade

a thing of the past by helping to unleash the untapped

Combat Team (HBCT) just days

talent and potential of this often underutilized part of our

before the 30th’s April 2009

workforce.

predeployment

IDB’s

deployment to Baghdad, Iraq.
The day of briefings was modeled

Staff Sergeant Jason Barber (right, rear) and fellow Tarheels of the
30th HBCT at Forward Operating Base Falcon, Iraq.

on the highly successful series

IDB and Agility members team up with Iraq veteran SFC Mike Brown (lower left).

The William T. Powell, Jr. Executive Conference Room Dedication

of predeployment economics and governance roundtables IDB has delivered for DoD.
Representatives from the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the U.S.
Department of State, and DoD joined non-government organization and academic subject
matter experts to provide the 30th HBCT leadership “ground truth” on the non-kinetic
economic and governance initiatives under way in the 30th HBCT’s area of responsibility.
A Strong Showing at MS 150
In September 2009, the IDB bike team raised
over $6,000 for the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society while riding a combined 746 miles at
the MS 150 fund-raising event.

IDB Board Chairman Gov James Martin (l)
officiates at the dedication of the William T.
Powell, Jr. Executive Conference Room.

The IDB Board of Directors, during its December 2009 meeting at IDB’s new office space,
honored the memory of IDB founder Bill Powell by dedicating the William T. Powell, Jr. Executive
Conference Room. The dedication ceremony was attended by Bill’s wife Mitzi, sons Will and
Barnes, and father, William T. Powell, Sr. A fitting tribute to IDB’s extraordinary founder, the
William T. Powell, Jr. Executive Conference Room is a well-appointed meeting space outfitted

The intrepid IDB crew poses before shattering its
previous year’s mileage and fund-raising marks.
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with state-of-the art audiovisual equipment and is reconfigurable to accommodate events
ranging from small meetings to executive education classes of up to 35.

Future Initiatives
High Performance Capabilities for Military Vehicles Project /

Department of Homeland Security

Center for High Performance Vehicle Technologies
In addition, Congressman David Price secured funding in the
As 2009 drew to a close, the FY2010 defense appropriation was released with $1.12 million

FY2010 budget for Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

designated for the High Performance Capabilities for Military Vehicles Project. N.C. Senator

personnel to attend LOGTECH and other IDB programs beginning

Kay Hagan sponsored this funding to create a catalyst linking the military to the motorsports

in calendar year 2010. This will allow logistics professionals from

industry’s best practices, engineering expertise, relevant equipment, and testing technologies.

across all DHS components, in addition to the Coast Guard, to

Central to realizing such a catalyst between the military and motorsports is the creation of an

benefit from joint and private sector exposure. LOGTECH and

entity whose sole mission is to foster this interchange. IDB is partnering with the NC Military

the other IDB programs will benefit as well through enhanced interaction opportunities made

Foundation, the NC Department of Commerce, Marine Corps Systems Command, and the

possible by the more diverse class composition of each program. DHS participation will

Motorsports Industry to establish the Center for High Performance Vehicle Technology. This

add a true “whole of nation” approach to logistics education—to the benefit of all LOGTECH

center will serve as the facilitator and information conduit for bringing together the military

program participants.

services and the motorsports industry for collaborative vehicle innovation and technology
research, capability and technology demonstrations, conferences, and education.

Joint Military
Service Vehicle
Needs

Academia
Research
&
Expertise

Vehicle
Center

Motorsports
Capabilities
&
Technologies

COLLABORATIVE Logistics Program / Predeployment Roundtables
CSER developed the concept for a weeklong executive education
program designed to improve logistics integration among public,

“This partnership, organized by the Institute for
Defense and Business, will provide the military
with rapid solutions to different operational
challenges faced by military vehicles.”
Excerpt from Senator Kay Hagan’s
(D-NC) defense appropriations press release

private, military, and voluntary sectors during times of crisis.
Founded on the premise that logistics is vital to the success of
sustainable stability operations, this program is a catalytic union of
two of IDB’s major areas of concentration, and it would address the
long-standing objective of the DoD desire to enhance joint logistics
education. CSER is hopeful that the pilot offering of this program would be on track for
summer 2010. In addition to the Collaborative Logistics Program concept, CSER is working

OEM Products
&
Services

with several military units to determine interest, need, and training calendar availability for
additional Afghanistan-focused Predeployment Economics and Governance Roundtables.
U.S. Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) Partnership

IDB is excited to have this opportunity to leverage its recognized expertise in linking the

The U.S. Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) and the University

military with the private sector to the direct benefit of the warfighter. Plans for 2010 include

of North Carolina (UNC) System Office executed a Memorandum of

formalizing an agreement to establish the Center, delivery of a conference at Charlotte Motor

Understanding in November 2009 for UNC to provide a wide range of

Speedway, capability and technology demonstrations, benchmarking events and tours,

educational programs for USASOC. IDB is working closely with the UNC

and inclusion of Vehicle Center stakeholders in existing executive education offerings while

System Office to provide assistance and support in implementing this far-

tailored programs are developed for 2011 and beyond.

reaching and innovative educational initiative.
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